PROTECTION NO. 1 PRIORITY

Since 1992 we are producing and installing glass partition walls, movable walls, and acoustic solutions. Thanks to our research and contact with customers worldwide, we continuously improve our products and develop new solutions. Now we are bringing you the complete way of protection, which will become the standard of common public areas.

Do you need to prepare your offices for the return of your colleagues from home-office? Do you want to protect your first line employees or to remake your workplace to improve hygiene and security? We have developed a low-cost and simple system of partition walls which provide greater security than the standard acrylic glass shields. You can have our new system in only two weeks in your office or workshop—either in glass (see-through version) or solid variant. The installation is easy and won’t restrict your operation. Furthermore, install it yourself with our video guide, but in the case of necessity, our installation teams are at your disposal.
Business receptions are a place of increased movement of people and belong to the most endangered places within the office environment. Protect your employees on the front line for years by the proven single-glazed partition Micra I. Glass does not optically disturb the open space and, thanks to its hygienic properties, ensure the protection of your employees.

Divide your open-space office with the Micra I partition that achieve a newly established office with acoustic comfort, privacy, and security. Your employees will appreciate it!

Micra Covid | Economic solution
Separate employees or divide office space – quickly, efficiently, and without operation restrictions. It is an economical solution for any space. The technical solution is based on the simple Micra I partition system, where the glass is primarily replaced by laminated chipboard. Combination of solid and glazed wall panels.

We will design and install a tailor-made solution precisely according to your requirements.
LIKO-Safe ZONE | Reception and offices

MICRA I
Glass partition for visual contact
Easy surface maintenance and disinfection

MICRA COVID
Economic division of any space

COST SAVINGS
No structural adjustments needed
Fast and dust-free assembly without work restrictions

MOBILE BOOTH
Multifunctional - micro office, telephone booth, or leisure booth

MOBILE SOLUTIONS
Mobile booth | Work & relax
A telephone booth, a leisure booth, or a micro office.
It is equipped with air ventilation, light, socket 220 V + USB port, and furniture. The booth is on wheels, so you can easily relocate it on the floor.
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PROTECT YOUR EMPLOYEES AND CUSTOMERS

Five solutions for your first-line team in the shops

Micra I | Glass protection

Improve the protection of your employees in shops by long-term experienced single-glazed partitions Micra I. Glass doesn’t optically disturb the open space, and thanks to its hygienical characteristics, it ensures the protection of your employees.

Choose from our wide offer of possible solutions. Without any built structure changes, fast and dustproof installation without limitation of daily work.

Micra Covid | Economical Solution

Separate your employees and customers or divide the room – fast, effective, and without any limitations of daily operation. It is an economical solution for each room. The technical execution comes from our simple partitions Micra I, there might be laminated chipboard instead of glass. Full and glazed panels in walls.

We design and install all solution for you according to your needs and requirements.
VARIABILITY
Complex and flexible solution exactly according to your imagination

MICRA I
Glazed partition for visual contact
Easy maintenance and disinfection of surface.

SAFE OF COSTS
No construction work necessary
Fast and dustproof installation without limitation of daily operation.

LIKO-Safe ZONE | Schools and offices

LIKO-Safe ZONE | Shops and outlets

FAST AND LOW-COST SOLUTION

PREPARE FOR RETURN TO WORK AND TO SCHOOL
Our solution will protect you from direct contact with others

The self-standing shield for desks or tables
Quick and easy bespoke solution. Thanks to protective shields, you can safely eat, study, work or practice, and other activities. You can use shields in schools, factories, shops, receptions, restaurants, or in other dining places.

Shield for checking temperature
Economical, safe, and mobile solution for any space where the checking of temperature is necessary.
WE KNOW HOW TO PROTECT FRONT LINE EMPLOYEES
The investment you will appreciate not only in pandemic times

Micra | Installed partition walls
- Quick and clean installation (without dust)
- Minimal disruption of production
- Priced attractively
- Easy maintenance and disinfection of surfaces

Pharmacies and medical facilities belong in the present times Pharmacies and medical facilities belong, in the present times, to one of the most hazardous workplaces where employees are facing the daily risk of infection. Help your pharmacists to resist the attack of a broad spectrum of infection. Enable them to be on the front lines for as long as possible.

Serving windows and vestibules for the dispensing of medication
Choose from the broad selection of solutions. Thanks to the window, it is possible to dispense standard medications. We can also incorporate a sliding window or mini door for the dispensing of larger packages. Without the necessity of significant construction, the assembly is quick, dust-free, and won’t restrict your operation.

We design and install all solutions for you precisely according to your needs and requirements.

Pharmacies

VARIOUS OPTIONS OF DESIGN AND IRONMONGERY:
- Clear glass
- Glass with vinyls (large selection of vinyls for glass and ironmongery)
- Laminated glass (LIKO-Glass)
- Dimmable glass (PDLC)
- Laminated chipboard with antibacterial finish

LIKO-Safe ZONE | Pharmacies
Permanent solution not only for pandemic time
Special for Pharmacies
Dispensing windows and doorway for the dispensing of medication

GLAZED PARTITIONS
Undisturbed visual contact
Disinfect surface without damage

DESIGN
Complex custom made solution with high esthetic level
Printing of glass according to your wish
SOCIAL STANDART PUBLIC SPACE OF FUTURE

Our partitions protect you from direct contact with other people

Other solutions solve the current situation only temporarily. Therefore we developed complex long term solution for hospitals.

**Micra I Glass protection**

Divide the waiting room with interior partitions, create vestibule areas, use mobile booths not only for the resting of your employees, or build a "fast" room.

We develop and design custom made solution exactly according to your needs.

**MOBILE SOLUTIONS**

**Mobile booth | Work & relax**

A telephone booth, a leisure booth, or a micro office. It is equipped with air ventilation, light, socket 220 V + USB port, and furniture. The booth is on wheels, so you can easily relocate it on the floor.
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tomas.langr@liko-a.cz
LIKO-S: INOVATIVE LEADERS

The innovative spirit drives us forward. We constantly develop and innovate – we belong to Europe’s leading manufacturers of interior partitions – glazed, mobile and interactive. The partition design meets the most demanding requirements on aesthetics, practicality and acoustics.

GLASS PARTITION WALLS
Frame and frameless partitions meeting the highest demands of design and acoustics.

MOBILE WALLS
Change the layout in a few minutes to the way you currently need it.

SMART-I-WALL®
High resolution, unique sound and touch screen directly in the wall.

ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS
SilentPET® or acoustic booths immerse you in silence and fine-tune the acoustics of space.
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Become one of our fans and be part of the story...